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ABSTRACT

This work presents HapticSphere, a wearable spherical surface en-
abled by bridging a finger and the head-mounted display (HMD)
with a passive string. Users perceive a physical support on a finger
attached to a string, when extending their arm and reaching out to
the string’s maximum extension. This physical support assists users
in precise touch interaction in the context of stationary and walking
virtual or mixed-reality experiences. We propose three methods
of attachment of the haptic string (directly on the head or on the
body), and illustrate a novel single-step calibration algorithm that
supports these configurations by estimating a grand haptic sphere,
once a head-coordinated touch interaction is established. Two user
studies were conducted to validate our approach and to compare the
touch performance with physical support in sitting and walking con-
ditions in the context of mobile mixed-reality scenarios. The results
show that, in the walking condition, touch interaction with physical
support significantly outperformed the visual-only condition.

Index Terms: Human-centered computing—Visualization—Visu-
alization techniques—Treemaps; Human-centered computing—
Visualization—Visualization design and evaluation methods

1 INTRODUCTION

Touchscreens provide physical support for fingers during touch in-
teraction, implicitly helping users with haptic feedback and a form
of finger stabilization in the case of input on the go. Unfortunately,
current mixed-reality interaction that employs in-air touch input does
not offer such physical support, which may lead to lowered perfor-
mance. Recent research on virtual reality has demonstrated a range
of active haptic interfaces integrated into wearable devices [13,16] or
hand-held controllers [9, 22] to deliver force feedback directly onto
the users’ fingers. They allow for locally bound physical support at
the finger but are incapable of limiting the arm’s motion, providing
only a localized kinesthetic feedback or tactile sensation.

This work presents HapticSphere, a system that integrates a finger
tracking device with a passive string attached to an HMD, to provide
physical support at the user’s finger for midair touch interaction. The
envisioned application domain is mobile mixed-reality interactions.
We acquire physical support by linking the user’s finger to his or
her body with a passive string that works as a constraint for the
finger’s motion. Figure 1 illustrates an example of touch interaction
constrained by the HapticSphere prototype adding to the user’s
head (e.g., the HMD). The user perceives physical support at the
finger when reaching the maximum extension of the string, at which
moment the physical support provides both input stabilization and
haptic guidance for touch interaction. This support has the shape of
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Figure 1: The physical support enabled by HapticSphere allows users
to perform a precise touch input using in-air selections during mobile
mixed-reality explorations.

a spherical wall surrounding the user, hence the name HapticSphere.
This force feedback assists users during mixed-reality experiences
for precise touch interaction in both static and mobile situations (e.g.,
walking), and it also informs the user that he or she has reached and
clicked the in-air target.

Compared with previous work that employed flexible passive
strings to constrain the full motion of an entire arm [2, 3], in this pa-
per we focus on providing force feedback on the fingertip for precise
input interaction. Our ultimate goal is to support precise touch-input
selections in mixed-reality mobile situations. To achieve this goal,
we present the HapticSphere system and two studies that demon-
strate its accuracy during selections of in-air targets. Specifically,
we propose and study a novel single-step calibration procedure to
acquire the grand haptic sphere, which is adaptable to various wear-
able conditions of the string on the user’s body. We compare three
ways in which to bind the string to the user’s body (e.g., by HMD,
by neck, and by shoulder), and we investigate how physical support
assists touch accuracy for different sized targets and in both sitting
and walking conditions. Study 1 demonstrated the effectiveness of
the grand haptic sphere algorithm and revealed how physical sup-
port assists in-air target acquisition in reducing overshooting errors.
Study 2 reported that, in walking conditions, touch interaction with
physical support significantly outperforms the visual-only condition
in terms of touch accuracy. Our main contribution is the idea of a
wearable spherical surface that allows for physical support for in-air
target acquisition in the context of mobile mixed-reality.

2 RELATED WORK

We review work that enabled wearable force (kinesthetic) feedback
on the hand/finger for mobile virtual and mixed-reality applications,
as well as string-based haptic interactions.

2.1 Wearable Force Feedback Interfaces
Bringing force feedback to virtual reality allows for leveling up im-
mersion and boosting user performance. Recent research proposed a
range of means of adding force feedback on the user’s limbs [18,24],
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head [17], face [11], and body [14]. In this work, we focus on
previous work on finger- and hand-scale force feedbacks.

In finger-scale feedback, Gravity Grabber [26] simulates the
weight of a virtual object in a grip with a shear force applied to
the fingers. Traxion [27] enables the illusion of a dragging force
on the user’s fingers through a tactile actuator injecting asymmetric
signals. HapThimble [22] enables tactile and pseudo-force feedback
on a mechanically augmented finger, which simulates the sensation
of pressing a physical button. Benko et. al. [9] renders a virtual
shape by actuating the user’s finger resting on the hand controller’s
built-in motion platform.

Hand-scale force feedback is primarily achieved via handheld
controllers and wearable interfaces. Handheld controllers are aug-
mented to generate force feedback using the mechanics of the gyro
effect [30], wind propulsion [18, 21], and shifting weights [28, 32].
Haptic Link [29] leverages a mechanical link between controllers
for bimanual force feedback. In addition, early work developed
glove-based exoskeletons [1] employing complex mechanisms in-
stalled around the hand, which could add weight and limit the in-
teraction space. More recently, Dexmo [16], Wolverine [13], and
DextrES [19] presented lightweight braking exoskeleton interfaces
that produce resistive forces on multiple fingers and enable users
to physically grasp virtual objects. Pneumatic proxy [31] is em-
ployed to simulate object shapes in grasps, and electrical muscle
stimulation [24] is used to generate an impact force. In addition
to active haptics, Virtual Mitten [4] presents a passive elastic hand
grip, but its applicability is limited to gripping interactions. All
interfaces described above provide localized force feedback on the
user’s fingertip or hands, but they are limited by not being able to
constrain the rest of the body or the arms’ motions.

2.2 String-Based Haptic Interactions

String-based interfaces can both limit or assist wider motions involv-
ing the arms or other body parts. SPIDAR [5] is the first example of
a string-based haptic interface for virtual reality applications. It con-
nects multiple strings to the user’s fingertips, whereas the underlying
driving mechanism allows for simultaneously measuring the fingers’
positions and to rendering force on them. Unlike SPIDAR’s active
haptics, Paljic et al. [6] developed a passive stringed system with a
user-actuated brake mechanism to display a stiffness sensation. The
abovementioned string systems are deployed in the environment,
which constrains the interaction space and the mobility of the users.

To enable mobile interaction, SPIDAR-S [25] reduces the pre-
vious SPIDER system to a single active string device that deploys
dynamic force feedback on a single finger. HapticGear [20] presents
a backpacked active string system that displays active force feedback
to a pen connected to a string. The string system provides physical
support to the pen interactions, thus reducing fatigue during writing.
ElasticArm [2,3] presents a body-mounted elastic armature that links
the users palm to his or her shoulder, which creates a progressive re-
sistance force on the palm when the user extends his or her arm. Like
ElasticArm, HapticSphere is also a passive single-string interface,
but unlike ElasticArm’s progressive displacement of force on the
palm, we designed HapticSphere to produce a solid force feedback
on the fingertip. In addition, in our work, we aim to explore how
physical support helps mobile touch interactions for mixed-reality
and mobile targeting tasks.

3 SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

HapticSphere’s hardware components consist of a mobile HMD
capable of three-dimensional (3D) finger tracking, and a piece of
passive string that connects the user’s finger to the user’s body
through the HMD or other accessories.
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Figure 2: Three attachment methods: attaching(a) by the HMD, (b)
by neck as a neck strap, and (c) by the shoulder through a backpack
strap. (d)(e)(f) their interaction spaces respectively.

3.1 Finger Input
Although the next commercial HMDs may be equipped with a finger
tracking function, this feature is currently not available on the HMD
of our prototype. For a proof-of-concept prototype, we implemented
the system using a HTC Vive headset enhanced with a LeapMotion1

finger tracker. As shown in Figure 1, the LeapMotion tracker is
located at the front face of the headset for hand tracking. The
software was implemented using Unity3D2 engine. LeapMotion
plugin for Unity3D allowed us to access reliable finger tracking data.

3.2 String Attachments
Figure 2 illustrates three different ways in which to attach the string
to the user’s body: direct attachment (1) to the HMD device, (2)
to the neck through a neck strap, or (3) to the shoulder through a
backpack strap. In the rest of the paper, we refer to them as by-HMD,
by-neck, and by-shoulder attachments. The three methods primarily
differ in how the users perceive the force on the finger, and by the
interaction space that each method allows.

To keep the string from interfering with the LeapMotion’s track-
ing performance, we used a thin string reel modified from a typical
retractable reel. We disabled the spring mechanic inside the reel
to remove the resistive force that might cause finger fatigue during
interactions. This means finger motion is unconstrained by the string
until the finger reaches the maximum string extension. At such a
point, the string acts as a stopper. To provide a grip for the finger,
we tied a finger pad at the end of the string.

In the by-HMD condition, the reel is attached below the LeapMo-
tion so as not to occlude the camera views. In the by-neck condition,
the reel is worn as a neck strap, and in the by-shoulder condition,
it is worn with a backpack strap. The string length is customized
for each of the three attachment methods to keep the same touch
distance of a target from the user: their lengths are 27 cm in the
by-HMD and 29 cm in the by-neck and by-shoulder arrangements.
Although our implementation decided to remove the reel’s spring
mechanic, an alternative design can choose to retrofit the retractable
string for the ease of the disengagement of the interface from the
finger, which we will discuss in the Discussion section.

3.2.1 Force Perception
When users pull the string to its extent, both the finger and the part
of the body on which the string is attached perceive the same amount
of force in opposite directions. The force at the finger is the desired

1LeapMotion: https://www.leapmotion.com/
2Unity3D: https://unity3d.com/
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feedback, whereas the force perceived on the other parts of the body
(head, neck, shoulder) is a by-product of the interaction. In the
by-HMD interface, the force at the finger feels sharper and more
responsive than that in the by-neck and by-shoulder interfaces. This
is because the solid body of the HMD provides a direct force transfer
through the string, compared with a transfer that goes through the
soft surface of the neck in the by-neck interface and the backpack
strap in the by-shoulder interface. In the latter two configurations,
the string behaves as a spring that slows the transmission and softens
the perceived force on the finger. On the contrary, users perceive a
direct, instantaneous counterforce on the head through the HMD in
the by-HMD interface, a soft pressing force on the back of the neck
in the by-neck interface, and a negligible force on the shoulder in
the by-shoulder interface.

3.2.2 Interaction Space

The string defines an interaction space, centering its attachment
point on the user’s body, and constraining the arm motion in the
space enclosed by a haptic sphere. Figure 2 illustrates the interaction
space for each attachment methods. In the by-HMD and by-neck
interfaces, the interaction spaces are generally in front of the HMD,
with that of the by-neck being 10 cm below. In the by-shoulder
interface, the interaction space is set at the same height as that of the
by-neck interface, and it is turned toward the side of the backpack
strap by 30 degrees. Catering the modifications to each attachment
methods suggests better ergonomics during touch interaction. These
modifications were adopted in the Study 1.

4 ENABLING SPHERICAL PHYSICAL SUPPORT

The passive string attached to the user’s body creates a wearable
haptic sphere that always follows the user. By locating the haptic
sphere in the virtual space using the HMD as a reference point, we
enable haptic touch interaction on the sphere’s inner surface.

4.1 Estimation of a HapticSphere

Here we describe a simple calibration procedure to locate the haptic
sphere with a finger-tracking-ready HMD. This requires the user
to provide more than four touch points on the surface of the haptic
sphere, which can be easily collected by having the finger write at
the maximum extension of the string. In our implementation, users
are instructed to draw a long continuous stroke following a grid that
completely covers the HMD view (Figure 6). On the stroke, we
collected 1000 touch points and approximated an sphere using the
random sample consensus algorithm [15], which is less subject to
outliers compared with least squares fitting, thus being unaffected
by LeapMotion’s occasional tracking failures. Intuitively, a visual
touch interface would be laid on the haptic sphere.

4.2 Analysis in Visual-Haptic Alignment

A haptic sphere formed by three attachments is either tight-coupled
or loose-decoupled with the HMD. In the tight-coupled case (e.g.,
by-HMD), the haptic sphere is constrained to the HMD by the string
extent. In the viewpoint of the HMD, the haptic sphere is fixed and
unique (Figure 3ab), regardless of the user’s heading. Thus, single
calibration is sufficient for determining a haptic sphere for a touch
interface.

In loosely coupled cases (e.g., by-neck and by-shoulder), the
string is a separate component of the HMD and thus is not directly
influenced by the HMD movement. Because the string now rotates
using the neck or shoulder, instead of the HMD, a haptic sphere in
the viewpoint of the HMD would shift, albeit slightly, in response to
the user’s heading (Figure 3cd). This shift is attributed to the relative
motion between the HMD and the attachment points. To ensure
coherent visuo-haptic sensation, one needs to capture this shift and
apply it back to the haptic sphere. The same situation applies to the

a b c d

haptic spherestring grand haptic sphere

Figure 3: (a)(c) a sample haptic sphere for HMD and By-Neck attach-
ments when users fact the front. (b)(d) The haptic sphere moves with
the neck rotation, and Grand haptic sphere is an estimation of the
union of all haptic spheres.

Figure 4: Head-coordinated touch interaction in the case of by-HMD
interface. The strings in the photos were retouched for visibility.

by-shoulder interface. However, in the case of a by-HMD interface,
the shift is constantly zero.

4.3 Haptic Sphere Revisited
Instead of capturing relative motions between the attachment point
and the HMD, our new approach works for all three attachments
by estimating a grand haptic sphere intended to collect the integral
behaviors of a user performing a head-coordinated touch interaction
at the string maximum extension. With the phrase head coordinated
touch, we mean that the user would look at a target through the
viewport center (e.g., aiming at the target with the heading) while
touching the target. Figure 4 shows the user’s motions, whereas a
head-coordinated touch is made with the by-HMD interface.

Technically speaking, the grand haptic sphere captures the union
of all of the possible haptic spheres in association with the attach-
ment point in the viewpoint of the HMD. Figure 3bd shows the
grand haptic sphere of the by-HMD and of the by-neck interfaces,
respectively. With the grand haptic sphere, we assume that users are
able to later perform touch interaction in the same head-coordination
manner, which allows them to redeem the visual-haptic alignment.

Several advantages of the acquisition of a grand haptic sphere
exist. First, the calibration remains a single process. Secondly, the
grand haptic sphere, being a collection of all of the haptic spheres,
provides a much bigger sphere than a single haptic sphere, particu-
larly for the by-HMD interface (see Figure 3bd). Third, the usage
of the grand haptic sphere can work on all three attachment meth-
ods without modification, and it can also work for other attachment
methods via the user body. The downside, however, is that touch in-
teraction has to undergo a head-coordinated touch interaction, which
fortunately is by and large a common and natural behavior during
touch interaction. In Study 1, we showed that users can easily adapt
their touch behavior with brief practice.
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Figure 5: Experiment setup of Study 1. (a) A pressure sensor was
placed between the pad and the user finger to record the perceived
pressure. (b) Real-time display of pressure and tracking hand to
ensure the detection was working well during study.

It is worth noting that the calibration procedure can be understood
as taking a snapshot of an individual user’s body-touch interaction
associated with a string. The procedure captures the user’s own
way of executing head-coordinated touch interactions. The only
requirement for a good alignment in a later touch interaction using
the grand haptic sphere is that users should adopt a similar overall
touch behavior to redeem the alignment. In other word, if a user
performs calibration with a fixed head posture, he or she shall redeem
the alignment only with the same head posture.

5 USER STUDIES

To validate the proposed grand haptic sphere and to understand the
benefit of physical support for touch interaction in mobile settings,
we conducted two user studies.

In Study 1, we tested whether participants could repeat touch
behaviors captured in a grand haptic sphere acquired during the
calibration. In doing so, users’ touch interaction can effectively
receive physical support on the virtual targets that the grand haptic
sphere suggests. We measured this by comparing three interface
conditions: the by-HMD, by-neck, and by-shoulder conditions, with
the no-support condition being the baseline condition. For valida-
tion, we measured the touch precision and pressure that occurred
when virtual targets were pressed, as well as the levels of touch
overshooting. The results showed that the calibration effectively
captured the surface in all three attachments, considering the touch
precision, perceived pressure, and overshooting errors. The by-HMD
interface showed the best matching in that it had the smallest over-
shooting error (M: 7.3mm; SD: 2.74mm). The study also informed
an effective button size of 22 mm by 22 mm for 95% accuracy. The
by-HMD interface was selected in Study 2 to explore the benefit of
physical support in keeping up the touch precision during mobile
situations.

In Study 2, we compared touch accuracy with and without physi-
cal support in sitting and walking situations. The results suggested
that physical support significantly improves touch precision under
walking situations.

5.1 STUDY 1: Feasibility Study and Pointing Accuracy
The goal was to measure the effectiveness of the calibration pro-
cedure and effective button sizes given our implementation using
LeapMotion.

5.1.1 Apparatus
The same setup as in the implementation section was used. To
ensure that the participants perceived the proper physical support
from the string while reaching with the finger the virtual targets on
the acquired grand haptic sphere, we added a pressure sensor on the
finger pad to record the pressure profile for each finger touch (Figure
5). The personal computer used in the study was an Intel i7-6700
Processor with a 32GB RAM running Windows 10.

a b

Figure 6: Calibration process. (a) The crosshairs shown in the HMD
view indicates the range of the calibration to cover. The user starts
from the left-top corner, and (b) draw a continuous stroke horizontally
to the bottom and then vertically to provide a good coverage of the
calibration region with touch points.)

5.1.2 Interface
The study followed a within-subject design with a single factor inter-
face, including the by-HMD, by-neck, and by-shoulder conditions,
as well as the no-support condition as the baseline condition.

For the task we used 12 crosshairs laid out in a 4x3 pattern on the
grand haptic sphere acquired during calibration. Regardless of the
size of the grand haptic sphere, columns and rows in the grid were
spaced 25 degrees apart; in total, the crosshairs spanned 75 degrees
horizontally, and 50 degrees vertically. The crosshairs were at 80
mm squared in size and 5 mm in thickness.

During calibration, a haptic sphere 35 cm in diameter was initially
used to lay out the crosshairs to provide visual guidance. The initial
sphere was positioned differently in each of the three attachment con-
ditions to fit a preferred interaction space for the user, as illustrated
in Figure (2)def. As such, the sphere in the by-HMD condition was
positioned at the user’s eye (e.g., the viewpoint of the virtual camera)
so that a target would appear in front of the user at a distance of the
string length. The sphere in the by-neck condition was positioned
10 cm below and was further rotated 30 degrees toward the side of
the attachment on the shoulder in the by-shoulder condition. Par-
ticipants drew a continuous stroke along all crosshairs (Figure 6).
Once the calibration was done, the estimated grand haptic sphere
was used in the study.

We intended to have the targets laid out wide to test the proposed
grand haptic sphere algorithm; however, in such layout, a target
may appear outside of the user’s viewport. To avoid the search for
targets, we displayed a halo effect [8] for off-viewport targets, which
participants could simply follow as a guide for locating the target
(Figure 7).

5.1.3 Procedure
Participants were each seated on a chair during the experiment. After
the study debriefing, they received help with putting on the interface
as required by the condition. For each participant, the grand haptic
sphere was computed at the beginning of each condition; crosshair
targets were then laid out accordingly. In the no-support condition,
participants first acquired the sphere with the by-HMD interface and
then proceeded with the task without the string.

Once the calibration was completed, participants tested the system
for few trials to familiarize themselves with the touch feedback.
Meanwhile, the experimenter ensured the calibration was correct.

Figure 7: Halo effect to help locate an offscreen target for the tasks of
target acquisition.
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Before the study trials started, participants were informed to perform
head-coordinated touch interaction as they did in the calibration.

For each trial, a crosshair was rendered in red. Users performed
a take-off selection [7] on crosshair targets as accurately as they
could. If a finger entering a crosshair region was detected, the
crosshair turned blue. The system advanced to the next trial after
each click attempt, regardless of whether it was correct. Therefore,
when overshooting a target (e.g., the finger passed through the 5-mm-
thick crosshair), the target target was completed on the backside.
We recorded the take-off position on the target (ignoring the 5-
mm-thickness) as the resulting touch position. The task time was
recorded from the start of a trial until a selection was made. We also
recorded the pressure profile of each touch and the complete touch
trace to measure the size of the overshooting clicks.

Each of the 12 crosshair locations was repeated eight times; the
presentation order was randomized. The interface condition order
was balanced with the Latin square design. The total click trials
included 384 clicks (4 interfaces x 12 crosshairs x 8 repetitions) per
participant. The study took approximately 60 minutes.

5.1.4 Participants

Nine participants (three females) from our institute were recruited,
aged 22-24 (M:23; SD: 0.67). Two participants were left-handed,
and all used touchscreen smartphones. Five of them had experience
with virtual reality gaming.

5.2 Results and Discussion

5.2.1 Precision and Pressure in Take-Off Selections

Figure 8a shows the average precision in target acquisition (e.g.,
distance to crosshair centers in mm) for the instances of take-off
selections completed. All conditions showed similar offsets and
standard deviations, indicating that users performed target acquisi-
tions equally well without problems. Figure 8b shows the average
perceived pressure value measured by the pressure sensor on the
finger. To make sense of the pressure values, we also provide the
averaged peak pressures extracted from each trials.

All targets were successfully accomplished using take-off selec-
tion, indicating that the physical support did not pull-stop the finger
above the targets. The pressure chart further provides evidence
that a physical support indeed appeared in each take-off selection.
Together, we confirmed that the participants completed the study
with physical support in all attachment methods, and that the grand
haptic sphere appropriately captured the user’s touch behaviors.

5.2.2 Touch Overshooting

Touch overshooting is a well-known phenomenon in midair touch
interaction previously reported in [10]. Figure 8c captures the same
phenomenon in our study, with the no-support condition having the
highest overshooting error at 25.17mm (SD : 9.05mm).

All haptic conditions alleviated overshooting to some extent,
where the by-HMD condition (7.3mm;SD : 2.74mm) had a lower
error rate than the by-neck (12.89mm;SD : 3.77mm) and the by-
shoulder (12.88mm;SD : 6.67mm) conditions did. This can be partly
explained by the degree of the extension of the string allowed in
each of the three attachment conditions, which contributed to the
overshooting differently. In the by-HMD condition, no extension
was allowed due to the HMD’s rigid body, but a small extension
was attributed to the fingertip’s skin tissue. In the by-neck condition,
the extension was found in the neck skin, which created a greater
deformation. In the by-shoulder condition, the backpack strap’s
elasticity caused the extension when the string was pulled.

On the other hand, the results of overshooting can also be ex-
plained by the force transfer in different attachment methods, which
we explain with the pressure profile in the next section.

5.2.3 Pressure Profile in Detail

To further investigate the force perceived at the finger in various
attachment conditions, we plot a pressure profile for trials at position
#6 (find in Figure 9, right), from six of our participants (Figure 10).
Each curve illustrates the pressure profile of a finger approaching a
target (from positive values to zero on the x-axis) and finishing with
smaller (by-HMD condition) or greater (by-neck and by-shoulder
conditions) overshooting distances (e.g., the minus values on the
x-axis).

The small force, also with a smaller standard deviation, captured
on the finger (refer to Figure 8b) in the by-HMD condition was due
to a more efficient force transfer allowed by the rigidness of the
HMD device that shortened the user’s reaction to the overshooting,
which contributed to a reduced overshooting distance. The users
reported that the perception of force in the by-HMD condition was
sharp and instantaneous.

In comparison, the greater force in the by-neck condition was
due to the slower force transfer caused by the soft skin of the neck.
This progressive force at the finger was less perceivable initially,
inviting the finger to advance further until the stop, which leads to a
greater overshooting distance. The by-shoulder condition seemed to
produce the highest force, because not only did the attachment on
the backpack strap’s deformation slow the force transfer, but also
the strap largely absorbed the force before the user perceived it on
the shoulder. In addition, these plots also reveal great interpersonal
differences in touch behaviors. For example, P1 had light tapping,
whereas P6 pressed harder than the others did.

5.2.4 Overshooting Distribution

Figure 9 displays overshooting distances for each target location. In
all haptic conditions, the overshooting errors seem slightly larger in
the center compared with those in the outer regions, indicating that
the grand haptic sphere matches better on the two sides. A possible
reason is that the touch points collected were two times more on
the sides given our uniform sampling process. The best-fit sphere
therefore tended to align better for peripheral targets. To deal with
this issue, one can give higher weight to touch points in the central
region or model the points using an ellipsoid instead of a sphere for
a grand haptic sphere to better capture the shape of the touch points.

5.2.5 Effective Button Sizes

The precision reported in Figure 8a indicates the effective button
sizes for the implementation using LeapMotion. Note that this preci-
sion is not dependent on our calibration method because physical
support does not help in aiming targets, as revealed by the compa-
rable precision and completion time across all conditions (Figure
8d). The average precision across all four conditions is 10.4mm (SD:
5.87mm), suggesting an effective button size at 22mm by 22mm for
95% accuracy.

5.2.6 Summary

The results suggest that the proposed grand haptic sphere success-
fully modeled user touch behaviors with head-coordinated touch
interaction, and it equipped users with a greater spherical touch
surface. Because the by-HMD interface showed the best touch
performance in terms of precision and overshooting distance, we
adopted the by-HMD interface and the effective button size in Study
2 to explore how physical support improves touch interaction in a
walking condition.

5.3 STUDY 2: Toward Mobility

The goal of this second study was to understand how physical sup-
port assists users in target acquisition during sitting and walking
conditions.
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Figure 10: Pressure profiles of six participants. Each curve illustrates
the pressure responses before, on, and after the finger arriving at a
target at center (e.g., button #6) in three attachment methods.

5.3.1 Interface

This study followed a 2x2x4 within-subject factorial design, with
three independent variables: mobility (walking and sitting), hap-
tics (with support and no-support), and button size (25mm, 30mm,
35mm, and 40mm). Physical support was enabled with the by-HMD
interface.

We used the same 12 target positions laid out in a 4x3 pattern to
collect touch accuracy, except that this time, the targets were buttons
in varying sizes and not crosshair cursors. For each trial, a button
was rendered in white. If a finger entering the button was detected,
the button turned blue. Users did take-off selections on this button

as accurately as they could. If a selection failed, the system beeped
to indicate that the trial had failed. The system then advanced to the
next trial after each click attempt, regardless of whether the input
was successful.

Between trials, we placed a dwell-button in front of the participant
for homing. When the participant faced it, the dwell-button counted
two seconds and advanced to the next trial. This homing action
reset participants to the front after each trial, thus allowing us to
control the trial distance. This also helped participants to restore
their balance for the next trial. In the walking condition, a Chanson
CS-8830 treadmill was used. We set a walking speed at 3.2 km/h as
suggested by previous work [23]. The speed was measured at 3.06
km/h.

5.3.2 Apparatus

The same HMD device and the string attachment of the by-HMD
interface were used, except that a mixed-reality mode instead of a
virtual reality mode was presented to the participant.

The mixed-reality mode was enabled by blending three layers of
images together as displayed in Figure 11. These layers from the
bottom to the top layers are the (1) context layer: the mono color
image from HTC Vive’s built-in camera, (2) stereo-hand layer: the
stereo infrared images from LeapMotion’s stereo cameras, and (3)
graphics-hand layer: the graphic hand provided by the LeapMotion
tracker.

The context layer allowed users to see the real environment, but
it appeared flat in the viewport because the same video image was
presented to both eyes. If we had added LeapMotion’s graphics
hand directly on top of the context layer, some visual separation
would have occurred between the skin-hand in the context layer
and the graphics hand, resulting in double-hand confusion to users.
To remove this confusion and give depth perception to the user’s
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Figure 11: The image process to simulate a mixed-reality view in the
HMD by blending (a)(b) a context-layer with skin hand removed using
Vive’s front camera, (c) a stereo-hand layer, and (d) a graphics-hand
layer from LeapMotion. (e) The mixed-reality view present to users.

hand, we added a stereo infrared hand on top of the context layer,
achieved by first removing the user’s skin hand shown in the context
layer and then painting the skin color pixels black (Figure 11b).
In the stereo-hand layer, we set each pixel’s alpha value using its
intensity, which kept only the bright pixels (e.g., user hand) in the
image and made transparent the dark pixels mainly pertaining to the
environment. In the graphics-hand layer, the graphics hand from
LeapMotion was directly used. The image process for producing
the context and stereo-hand layers was achieved using a shader in
the Unity3D engine. Our implementation of the mixed-reality mode
based on was achieved at 90 frames per second. However, the image
frame rate was limited by the Vive’s camera frame rate at 55 Hz.

5.3.3 Procedure

In both the sitting and walking conditions, the same calibration
procedure as in Study 1 was used. In the walking conditions, an
extended training session was provided. All participants had no
prior experience of walking on the treadmill with a mixed-reality
HMD. Our pilot study confirmed that most participants can balance
themselves within three minutes of practice.

The training in each walking condition consisted of two sections.
In the walking-practice section, we had participants focus on walking
from a slow speed of 2km/h up to 3.2km/h after 30 seconds. At
the target speed, the participant walked for three minutes alone and
was asked whether he or she was comfortable with the speed in
mixed-reality mode. In the second walking-acquisition section, the
participant first did the calibration to acquire a grand haptic sphere
while standing on the treadmill. Then, we had him or her start to
walk on the treadmill at the target speed for 15 seconds. Then, the
participant practiced for 12 (4x3) trials, and reported whether he or
she was comfortable with continuing the study trials. The practice
continued until the participant was confident about the task. Out
of all of the participants in this study, only two participants had to
repeat the second section once more before they were confident.
For safety reasons, the experimenter would place an arm behind the
participant’s back around the end of the treadmill runway (Figure
12b) to give a haptic cue when the participant was walking too slowly
during the trials.

The tasks comprised three blocks. In each block, 48 buttons (4
button sizes x 12 button positions) appeared once; the presentation
order was randomized. The mobility conditions order was balanced
following the Latin-square design, with the haptics conditions bal-
anced within the mobility condition. Between blocks, the participant
took a three-minute break standing on the treadmill. The total num-
ber of trials was 576 (2 mobility x 2 haptics x 4 sizes x 12 button
positions x 3 blocks) per participant.

The walking condition took 90 minutes and the sitting condition
took 40 minutes, including training. Because the walking condition
was more exhausting for participants, the two mobility conditions
for each participant were conducted at least two hours apart. All
participants were compensated with 10 USD in local currency.

ba

Figure 12: Experiment setup of (a) sitting and (b)walking conditions in
Study 2. In walking condition, the experimenter provides a haptic cue
with his arm if the participant was walking behind the treadmill speed
on tasks. This photo is retouched to remove clutter in the background.

5.3.4 Participants
We recruited 13 participants (2 females), aged 22-36 (M: 24.3; SD:
3.84). All participants were healthy and right handed. None of them
had experienced touch interaction with mixed-reality HMDs.

5.4 Results and Discussions
5.4.1 Target Acquisition Accuracy
The data were analyzed using repeated-measures analysis of vari-
ance (ANOVA) and Bonferroni-corrected paired t-tests for pairwise
comparisons. ANOVA yielded a significant effect of mobility (F1,12
= 39.75, p < .00001), haptics (F1,12 = 21.56, p < .001), and but-
ton size (F3,36 = 25.86, p < .0001). An interaction did take place
between mobility and haptics.

Figure 13a shows the error rate of mobility and haptics across
button sizes. An interaction was found between mobility and haptics
(F1,12=5.55, p < .05), where physical support had a smaller impact
when participants were sitting. Error was significant higher when
participants were walking (M = 9.7%, SD = 5.6%;) than sitting (M =
4.6%, SD = 2.5%; p < .0001), and when they were without physical
support (M = 8.6%, SD = 6.0%) than with support (M = 5.7%,
SD = 3.3%; p < .001). In the two sitting conditions, there was no
difference between whether or not physical support was presented
(with support: M = 5.1%, SD = 2.8%; w/o support: M = 4.1%, SD =
2.2%), but in the walking conditions, error was significantly lower
with support (M = 7.2%, SD = 3.5%) than with no support (M =
12.1%, SD = 6.5%; p < .005).

An interaction was also found between mobility and button size
(F3,36=6.05, p < .005). Figure 14a revealed that the mobility had
a larger impact when buttons were smaller. We further examined
error rates in sitting and walking conditions against button sizes,
respectively. A significant difference was found between buttons
in the walking condition (F3,36 = 18.95, p < .00001), but only a
borderline difference was found in the sitting condition (F3,36 =
4.46, p < .05). This indicates that the impact of the mobility on
button sizes was mainly relevant in the walking conditions.

Then, we compared the physical support against the button size in
the walking condition only, as shown in Figure 14b. No interaction
was found between haptics and button size in the walking condition
(F3,36 = 2.15, p = .11). Significant main effects of both haptics
(F1,12 = 14.05, p < .005) and button size (F3,36 = 18.86, p < .0001)
were found, indicating that the physical support outperformed no
support (visual-only) under the walking condition.

5.4.2 Task Time
Figure 13b shows the task time mobility and haptics across button
sizes. We count the time using only the correct trials. No significant
differences were found in mobility, haptics, and button size. In the
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Figure 13: Plot of average error rate and task time of Mobility and
Haptics across button sizes. The error bars are standard deviations.
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Figure 14: (a) Plot of error rate regarding Mobility and Button Size. (b)
Plot of error rate regarding Support and No Support conditions when
in walking condition.

walking condition, the no support condition seemed slightly faster
than the support condition was, but it also had significantly more
errors made than the Support condition (16% vs. 4%) did, indicating
that without physical support, participants were unable to correct a
touch via take-off selections, which took less time in each task. In
fact, they had no chance to alter a touch, as overshooting touches
had completed a task by passing through it. In comparison, with
physical support, participants could inspect if a touch was successful
before taking-off the touch to complete a selection. If a touch did not
land at the button initially, they could correct it by moving the touch
onto the button, which took longer time but led to fewer errors.

6 DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS

The results showed that physical support stabilizing midair touch
effectively improved the touch accuracy particularly in the walking
conditions. We also found that this support does not negatively
impact the performance in terms of task time. However, the result
was confirmed only with the setup of attaching the string on the
HMD, which had sharper haptic feedback than when the string was
added to the user’s neck or shoulder. Further study is required to
determine how the stiffness of physical support may affect the user’s
performance.

Scalability Although we have presented three ways for adding
the interface to the HMD, the user’s neck, and the users shoulder,
they are not interchangeable because the string length needs to be
predefined and fixed. Moreover, the proposed simple mechanism
of using a passive string limits users to a static spherical touch
interface. The above limitations can be dealt with by augmenting the
cord reels with a breaking mechanism, similarly to SPIDAR-S [25],
allowing for the adjustment of the string length for various wearable
configurations and spherical sizes.

Ergonomic Concern Our current prototype adopted a finger
pad that grips the user’s finger and may obstruct the user from
lowering his/her hand during interaction. An alternative design can
work around this issue by using the retractable reel body as graspable.

When the string is attached to the HMD, for example (Figure 15),
users grab the reel as a stylus for interacting with the HapticSphere.
Releasing the reel automatically retracts it to the home position on
the HMD and disengages the interaction.

b c

b

ca

Figure 15: An alternative design using the retractable reel as a gras-
pable stylus to allow fast engage and disengage of spherical interface.

Haptic Property of Physical Support The perceived haptic
sphere depends on the material properties of the string used (e.g.,
flexible vs rigid strings). However, the visual interfaces do not
need to perfectly mimic the physical stiffness of the underlying
haptic constrain, and by using a retargeting techniques, such as the
Sparse Haptic Proxy [12], the visual channel can compensate for
inaccuracies in the haptic rendering. Our future work will investigate
the user’s perception of using manipulated visual information to
compensate for distortions in the haptic channel.

Eye-hand Coordination Finally, the acquisition of a grand
haptic sphere allows users to operate with a large surrounding spher-
ical surface using a head-coordinated touch interaction. In our
studies, we found that users can easily adapt to this touch behavior
after a short practice. However, our studies do not account for the
case when eye and hand motions are discoordinated, for instance,
when the user is looking to a different target and attempts to touch
another target location. Fortunately, this only causes a small dis-
placement to the haptic-visual alignment depending on the targets’
distance from the viewport center. In further work, we plan, however,
to remove the head-coordinated constrains, using a gaze tracker that
tells the user’s eye direction and compensates for any displacement.

7 CONCLUSION

We have presented HapticSphere, a wearable string-based passive
haptic interface and a single-step calibration method used to acquire
a grand haptic sphere, which combines provide physical support
and feedback for in-air selections during a mobile mixed-reality
experience. With two studies we demonstrated that physical support
enables precise touch interaction using in-air selections in mobile
situations (e.g., walking). In future work, we plan to integrate the
grand haptic sphere with haptic retargeting techniques for richer 3D
interactions. We also plan to integrate gaze trackers to remove the
constraint of eye-hand-coordinated touch.
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